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Schedule and Budget

Anticipate 2 years to complete design + 2 years for construction

Phase I Run beginning in late 2021. Phase 2 two years later.

Details depend upon accelerator schedules.

LDMX Phase I+II costs are <$10M.
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LDMX
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Individually measure (missing) energy/transverse momentum for up to 1016 e- scattering off a (thin) target (*)

(*) Requires special beam properties, only available at SLAC in the near future
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LDMX — Current Design
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Small-scale experiment

Drawing on solutions developed for existing 
experiments:  

- Tracking: HPS Silicon Vertex Tracker 

- ECal: CMS HGCAL  

- HCal: Minos/Mu2e

Design paper on arxiv     
arxiv:1808.05219

https://arxiv.org/abs/1808.05219
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LDMX Potential
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Sensitive to rich spectrum of invisible and visible 
signatures of new physics 

• Light (sub-GeV) thermal relic dark matter 
• Dark matter with quasi-thermal origin 

(asymmetric, SIMP/ELDER scenarios) 
• New invisibly decaying mediators in general 

(A’ one example) 
• Displaced vertex signatures                           

(e.g. co-annihilation, SIMP) 
• Milli-charged particles 
• ALPs…

 arxiv:1807.01730 arxiv:2203.08192

In addition: Measurement of photo- and electro-
nuclear processes (for neutrino experiments), e.g. 
Phys. Rev. D 101, 053004
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FIG. 82: Sensitivity to invisibly decaying dark photons (top) and B-L gauge bosons (bottom). The blue
line is the sensitivity of the “Phase I” LDMX run with 4 GeV beam energy and 4 ⇥ 1014 EOT. A scaling
estimate of the sensitivity of the extended run scenario highlighted in Table XIV is illustrated by the red
line.

down (greater sensitivity) and to the left (lower masses). The effective cross-section sensitivity is
model-dependent — for elastic scalar dark matter, LDMX sensitivity maps to higher cross-sections
than those shown in the plot, while for inelastic models (scalar or fermion) LDMX sensitivity maps
to lower cross-sections.
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FIG. 17: LDMX sensitivity to B � L gauge boson via its decay to neutrinos is shown by the solid (dot-
dashed) red line in the gBL � mX plane for a 8 (16) GeV electron beam, 1016 EOT and a tungsten (alu-
minum) target. Regions excluded by beam dumps [92, 110], neutrino scattering experiments [112, 113],
BaBar [19] and SN1987A [151] are shaded in gray. Projections for Belle II and NA64 are also shown as
blue and yellow dashed-dotted lines, respectively.

region of parameter space that can explain the EDGES signal is highlighted in green [126, 149].
We note that LDMX can improve on the SLAC MilliQ and neutrino experiment results, and it
can probe a significant portion of the EDGES-motivated parameter space. While we extend the
LDMX curves to large masses and charges, we expect that for Q� ⇠ e millicharged particles will
deposit energy in the detector through ionization. At this point � behaves as a minimum-ionizing
particle and so the missing momentum technique becomes inappropriate. We also show the sensi-
tivity of the proposed milliQan experiment at the LHC [145] and the reach of the proposed SHiP
experiment [143] as the dot-dashed blue and yellow lines, respectively. Finally, we note that cos-
mological relic millicharges may be constrained from kinetic heating of galactic gas [150]. While
this astrophysical bound is potentially extremely powerful, it is subject to uncertainties relating
to cloud chemical composition and the resulting standard cooling rates, DM distribution, and the
direction and magnitude of galactic magnetic fields.

C. B � L Gauge Bosons Decaying to Neutrinos

Unlike the minimal dark photon scenario in which the A0 is the lightest new state, B�L gauge
bosons (Z 0) introduced in Sec. III B couple to neutrinos. This means that even this scenario with
no additional states can be discovered in the missing momentum search due to the irreducible
decay Z 0

! ⌫⌫. The LDMX sensitivity to this decay mode is shown in Fig. 17 for a 8 or 16
GeV electron beam, 10

16 EOT, and tungsten and aluminum targets (solid red and dot-dashed red
lines, respectively). The existing constraints from beam dumps [92, 110], neutrino scattering
experiments [112, 113], and BaBar [19] are shown in gray. Projections for Belle II and NA64 are
also shown as dot-dashed lines.

explicitly below, these codes are often not in agreement with
each other. More importantly, they are often also not in
agreement with recent high-statistics data from the
MINERvA experiment, collected in the kinematic regime
relevant to DUNE. For example, the default models in GENIE

seem to significantly overestimate neutron production [12],
mispredict the ratio of charge-current interactions across
different nuclear targets [13], and mismodel single-pion
production [14]. Thus, there is direct experimental evidence
that existing models need to be improved.
Importantly, simple phenomenological tuning of param-

eters within the existing models may not be sufficient. For
example, Ref. [14] reports that no tune could describe all
different exclusive final states in their analysis. Crucially, the
paper also notes that the physical origin of the discrepancies
is difficult to pinpoint, based on only the available data.
This brings us to an important question: what new data are

needed to improve the physics in these generators? A priori,
one might think that all that is needed is more neutrino-
nucleus scattering data, with higher statistics and precision,
as will be collected with the future near detectors. In reality,
while better neutrino data would certainly be desirable, it is
unlikely to be sufficient. To date, neutrino experiments only
have access to broadband beams, extract flux-integrated
cross sections [15–23], and neutrino-energy reconstruction
itself suffers from sizable uncertainties. In turn, the process of
energy reconstruction relies on neutrino generators. The
reason is that even today’s state-of-the-art neutrino detectors
are imperfect calorimeters at several GeV energies, with
event generators being used to fill in themissing information.
Hence, complementary probes that are free from these
limitations are highly desirable for accurately validating
the physical models in event generators.
Precise electron-nucleus scattering data provide just such a

complementary probe. While electron and neutrino inter-
actions are different at the primary vertex, many relevant
physical processes in the nucleus are the same in the two
cases, as discussed below in Sec. II. What electron scattering
offers is precisely controlled kinematics (initial and final
energies and scattering angles), large statistics, in situ
calibrationof the detector response using exclusive reactions,
and a prospect of easily swapping different nuclear targets.
This allows one to easily zero in on specific scattering
processes and to diagnose problems that are currently
obscured by the quality of the neutrino scattering data.
In this paper, we point out that the proposed LDMX (Light

Dark Matter eXperiment) setup at SLAC [24], designed to
search for sub-GeV darkmatter, will have very advantageous
characteristics to also pursue electron-scattering measure-
ments relevant to the neutrino program. These include a
4-GeVelectron beam and a detector with high acceptance of
hadronic products in the !40° forward cone and low-energy
threshold. Figure 1 shows the distribution, in the !!; Q2"
plane, of charged-current (CC) events for muon neutrino
scattering on argon nuclei in the near detector of DUNE,

simulated with the GiBUU generator code. As can be
immediately seen, the LDMX coverage in the relevant
kinematic window is excellent. Below, we quantify how
future LDMX data can be used to test and improve physics
models in lepton-nucleus event generator codes.

II. ELECTRON-SCATTERING MEASUREMENTS
AND NEUTRINO CROSS SECTIONS

Let us now define the connection between electron- and
neutrino-nucleus scatteringmore precisely. Superficially, the
mere existence of such a connection is not obvious, since the
weak and electromagnetic forces have a number of important
differences. The differences are immediately apparent in the
elastic scattering regime: while CC neutrino interactions
occuron initial-state neutrons in the nucleus, electromagnetic
scattering also involves initial-state protons (neutrons couple
through their magnetic moments). The situation is similar in
the DIS regime, where the primary vertex is treated at the
quark level: while CCneutrino (antineutrino) interactions are
controlled by the distribution of initial-state down (up)
quarks, electron scattering involves both up and down
quarks. Additional differences come from the chiral nature
of theweak interactions.While the electron-nucleonvertex is
sensitive only to the electric charge distribution inside a
nucleon and its magnetic moment, neutrino scattering also
depends on the distribution of the axial charge. The effect
of this axial coupling is not small; in fact, at 1-GeV neutrino
energy, the axial part of the weak interaction provides a

FIG. 1. Simulated event distribution for charged-current muon
neutrino scattering on argon in the DUNE near detector, shown as
a heat map, compared with the kinematics accessible in inclusive
and (semi)exclusive electron scattering measurements at LDMX.
Blue lines correspond to constant electron-scattering angles of
40°, 30°, and 20°. Green lines represent contours of constant
transverse electron momenta pT of 800, 400, and 200 MeV. As
currently envisioned, LDMX can probe the region with "e < 40°
and pT > 10 MeV (below the scale of the plot).

ARTUR M. ANKOWSKI et al. PHYS. REV. D 101, 053004 (2020)

053004-2

https://arxiv.org/abs/1807.01730
https://arxiv.org/abs/2203.08192
https://journals.aps.org/prd/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevD.101.053004
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Why sub-GeV dark matter?
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Thermal origin of Dark Matter  

Light Dark Matter WIMPs

Production mechanism at accelerators

SM

SM

DM
DM

Benchmark model:  
Dark photon (A’) as new light mediator

mA’ > 2m𝜒 —> invisible decay

Production e.g. via dark bremsstrahlung 
or invisible meson decays

Phys. Rev. D 105, 035036 (2022)

https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevD.105.035036
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Projected Sensitivity
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Challenges for LDMX

7

Sampling 
Calorimeters

Beam

Tracking

E < EB

energy EB, 
4-16 GeV

Target

nn,…

Main background:  
SM photon bremsstrahlung

Particularly challenging:  

Photo-nuclear reactions producing 
neutral final states (relative rate: ~10-9)

Design drivers, especially for HCal!
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Hadronic Calorimeter

8

Highly efficient veto of neutral hadrons (n, K0L) 
• Inefficiency of ~10-6 

- Steel absorber, plastic scintillator bars 
- Wavelength-shifting fiber read out via SiPMs

Matt Solt

3) Quad-counters fiber inserted

17

Matt Solt

1) Counters cut to length in quads

15

2cm

5cm

See poster by Péter György
Prototype for beam tests at CERN (April 2022 )                 

Main HCal: 
• 2m x 2m wide 
• 25mm absorber, ~17λ 
• Alternating x,y orientation of bars 
• Double ended readout
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HCal Prototype & Test Beam

9

Goals: 
• Validate simulations against data 
• Test mechanical and electronic 

designs 
• Practice readout chain & data 

acquisition
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Test Beam

10
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Test Beam
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"HGCROC Board”, 
designed in Lund 
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Test Beam Electronics

12

Continuing work on the readout system in Lund
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Test Beam Data

13

Analysis of data is work in progress 

Starting to understand & verify basic properties of the device
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8 GeV Background Veto
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Majority of LDMX data will be taken at 8 GeV!

Advantages:  Higher signal yields  

                      Challenging background scaling as 1/E3  

                      More energy “to be seen” (harder to fake missing energy signature)

Recently completed masters’ project by Erik Wallin

Expect improved background rejection at ~same signal efficiency
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"2+�mb2 i?2 +mi QM i?2 ".h p�Hm2 Bb #�b2/ QM i?2 rQ`bi@T2`7Q`KBM; K2/B�iQ` K�bb
iQ �+?B2p2 i?2 /2bB`2/ bB;M�H 2{+B2M+v �+`Qbb �HH K�bb2b- i?2 R J2o K�bb BM i?Bb +�b2-
i?2 BKT`Qp2K2Mib BM #�+F;`QmM/ `2D2+iBQM +�T�#BHBiv Bb #2bi b22M BM ?Qr i?2 R J2o _P*
+m`p2 +?�M;2bX h?2 TBMF �`2� BM };m`2 8XN b?Qrb i?2 /Bz2`2M+2 BM �l* BM i?2 R J2o
K�bb #2ir22M 9 :2o �M/ 3 :2o #2�K 2M2`;v- rBi? �M �`2� Q7 3.1 ⇥ 10�4X 6Q` � bB;M�H
2{+B2M+v Q7 dyW i?2`2 Bb `Qm;?Hv � 7�+iQ` irQ BM #�+F;`QmM/ `2D2+iBQM #2ir22M i?2 irQ
+m`p2b R J2o +m`p2b- #mi i?2 `�iBQ rQmH/ ;`2�iHv BM+`2�b2 B7 BMbi2�/ i?2 ".h +mi r�b
#�b2/ QM 2X;X � NyW bB;M�H 2{+B2M+vX

� i�#H2 Q7 i?2 _P* +m`p2Ƕb �l*b Bb ;Bp2M BM i�#H2 8XRX h?2 �l* Q7 i?2 #Hm2 mA0 =
R J2o +m`p2 �i 3 :2o QmiT2`7Q`Kb i?2 v2HHQr mA0 = Ry J2o �M/ Tm`TH2 mA0 = Ryy
J2o +m`p2 �i 9 :2o- #mi };m`2 8XN b?Qr i?�i i?2v �+im�HHv BMi2`b2+iX �i HQr2` bB;M�H
2{+B2M+B2b i?2 9 :2o +m`p2b ?�p2 #2ii2` #�+F;`QmM/ `2D2+iBQM #mi �#Qp2 `Qm;?Hv 3yW
�M/ NyW bB;M�H 2{+B2M+v `2bT2+iBp2Hv i?2 3 :2o +m`p2 Bb KQ`2 2{+B2Mi- b?QrBM; i?�i i?2

kN
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Schedule and Budget

Anticipate 2 years to complete design + 2 years for construction

Phase I Run beginning in late 2021. Phase 2 two years later.

Details depend upon accelerator schedules.

LDMX Phase I+II costs are <$10M.

Funding in FY18 is critical to support engineering and technical design.

LDMX	Final	Design

Install

HiLum	Physics	Run

LDMX	Build

FY22 FY23FY17 FY18 FY19 FY20

LDMX	Prelim	Design

FY21 FY24

Eng.	
Run

1st	Physics	Run

LDMX	Upgrade

LunDMX Group

16

Three senior staff:

Ph.D. students: Master students:

Postdoc:

Co-coordinator/lead developer for 
distributed computing system, LDCS

Researcher: Balazs Konya  
                    (Co-coordinator for LDCS) 

Engineer: Lennart Österman

Lisa Andersson Loman Péter György

Jesper StrobelBachelor student:

Torsten ÅkessonRPHannah Herde
*New!* 

Erik Wallin (from Sep.)Einar Elén

Lene Kristian Bryngemark

 LU/Stanford via KAW scholarship
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Schedule and Budget
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Details depend upon accelerator schedules.

LDMX Phase I+II costs are <$10M.

Funding in FY18 is critical to support engineering and technical design.
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What we do 

17

arxiv:2105.02977

Lightweight Distributed Computing System (LDCS):  
LU initiative, piloted by LU/Caltech/UCSB within 
LDMX plus Oslo (D. Cameron)

Studies at higher beam energy

HCal prototype/testbeam See poster by Péter

Readout Electronics for HCal (prototype)

Funded by  
Crafoord Foundation, Knut and Alice Wallenberg Foundation,  
L’Oréal-UNESCO FWIS, Royal Physiographical Society of Lund, Swedish Research Council

See talks by Timon Emken and Taylor Gray

(LU initiative made possible thanks to Crafoord Foundation)
*>�Sh1_ 9X aA:L�G �L. "�*E:_PlL. *>�_�*h1_AahA*a

6B;m`2 9X9, � #`2Kbbi`�?HmM; T?QiQM +�M BM/m+2 T?QiQ@Mm+H2�` BMi2`�+iBQM Q` mM/2`;Q
KmQM +QMp2`bBQM BM i?2 7`QMi H�v2`b Q7 i?2 1*�H- bQ i?�i i?2 T?QiQM /Q2b MQi 7mHHv b?Qr2`X
AK�;2 7`QK,(k)

10�5 10�4 10�3 10�2 10�1

1p2Mi 7`�+iBQM

LQi?BM; ?�`/
M

MM
� jM
⇡±

⇡±⇡±

⇡0

⇡±�
⇡±k�

⇡±⇡±�
⇡0�

⇡0k�
⇡0⇡±�

T
TT
TM

K0
Ls

K±s
K0

Ss
1tQiB+b

JmHiB@#Q/v

3 :2o
9 :2o

6B;m`2 9X8, *H�bbB}+�iBQM Q7 /�m;?i2` T�`iB+H2b 7`QK SL `2�+iBQMb 7`QK i?2 #`2Kbbi`�?HmM;
T?QiQMX aQ7i T�`iB+H2b #2HQr kyy J2o �`2 MQi +QMbB/2`2/- �M/ 2p2Mib rBi? MQ ?�`/-
2M2`;2iB+- T�`iB+H2b 7�HH BMiQ i?2 iQT@KQbi #BMX h?2 F�QM #BMb `2T`2b2Mi 2t�+iHv QM2 F�QM
�M/ �`#Bi`�`BHv KQ`2 MQM@F�QM T�`iB+H2bX Pi?2` ivT2b Q7 T�`iB+H2b �`2 +H�bbB}2/ �b 2tQiB+b
�M/ KQ`2 +QKTHB+�i2/ }M�H@bi�i2b ;Q BMiQ i?2 KmHiB@#Q/v #BMX

R8

General physics modelling studies, generator comparisons

https://arxiv.org/abs/2105.02977
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Schedule and Budget

Anticipate 2 years to complete design + 2 years for construction

Phase I Run beginning in late 2021. Phase 2 two years later.

Details depend upon accelerator schedules.

LDMX Phase I+II costs are <$10M.

Funding in FY18 is critical to support engineering and technical design.
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FY22 FY23FY17 FY18 FY19 FY20
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FY21 FY24

Eng.	
Run

1st	Physics	Run

LDMX	Upgrade

Summary & Outlook

18

• LDMX powerful tool to search for new physics in forward electron scattering 

• Can achieve outstanding sensitivity to sub-GeV dark matter (in O(years)) 

• Recent milestones in terms of detector development and physics studies 

• LU group leading activities in various areas 

• First data early 2025 

The next few years will be exciting!

More information: 

Arxiv:1808.05219 (White Paper)

J. High Energ. Phys. 2020, 3 (2020) (Photon Veto Paper)

Arxiv:2203.08192 (Snowmass contributed White Paper)

LDMX Confluence Webpage (with links to talks etc.)

https://arxiv.org/abs/1808.05219
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/JHEP04(2020)003
https://arxiv.org/abs/2203.08192
https://confluence.slac.stanford.edu/display/MME/Light+Dark+Matter+Experiment


Thank you!

[Craig Group & Son]



Additional Material
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Anticipate 2 years to complete design + 2 years for construction

Phase I Run beginning in late 2021. Phase 2 two years later.

Details depend upon accelerator schedules.

LDMX Phase I+II costs are <$10M.

Funding in FY18 is critical to support engineering and technical design.
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Strengths of LDMX

21
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FIG. 5: Top: Electron energy (left) and pT (right) spectra for DM pair radiation process, at various dark
matter masses. Bottom Left: Selection efficiency for energy cut Ee < Ecut, as a function of Ecut, on
inclusive signal events, The nominal cut is Ecut = 0.3Ebeam.Bottom Right: Selection efficiency for pT cut
pT,e > pT,cut, as a function of pT,cut, on events with 50MeV < Ee < Ecut. In all panels, the numbers next
to each curve indicate A0 mass. Also included in each plot is the corresponding inclusive single electron
background distribution.

Measurement of pT: strong discriminator AND information about (missing) mass! 

LDMX

9

Sensitivity: Missing Energy/Momentum, Beam Dumps,  
and Direct Detection

(thicker target)

 across target allows 
estimation of mediator mass! 
!pT

19

FIG. 10: Top: Electron energy (left) and pT (right) spectra for DM pair radiation process, at various dark
matter masses. Bottom Left: Selection efficiency for energy cut Ee < Ecut, as a function of Ecut, on
inclusive signal events, The nominal cut is Ecut = 0.3Ebeam. Bottom Right: Selection efficiency for pT cut
pT,e > pT,cut, as a function of pT,cut, on events with 50 MeV < Ee < Ecut. In all panels, the numbers next
to each curve indicate A0 mass. Also included in each plot is the corresponding inclusive single electron
background distribution.

1. Incident low-energy particles/beam impurities

At the level of of 1016 incident electrons, a large number of electrons with low energies - consis-
tent with signal recoils - are certain to intersect the target even for the most stringent requirement
on the purity of the incoming beam. Such electrons, reconstructed correctly by the detectors
downstream of the target, cannot be distinguished from signal.

For this reason, LDMX employs a tagging tracker to measure the trajectories of incoming
electrons to ensure that each recoil corresponds to a clean 4 GeV beam electron entering the
apparatus on the expected trajectory to veto any apparent signal recoils originating from beam
impurities.

different mediator masses

LDMX measures the kinematics of dark matter production, enabling detailed study of the dark sector!

for dark photon mediator
Not possible with missing energy only!
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Schedule and Budget

Anticipate 2 years to complete design + 2 years for construction

Phase I Run beginning in late 2021. Phase 2 two years later.

Details depend upon accelerator schedules.

LDMX Phase I+II costs are <$10M.
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Potential LDMX Timeline

22

Beam

LDMX

2022 2023 2024 20262025
Data taking

Shutdown, 
Upgrade to 8 GeV

8 GeV beam 
(2-4 years)

Data taking

Improvements 
based on 4 GeV 
experience

Construction, installation, commissioning

Beam tests of 
prototypes at 
CERN

Conditional on funding situation

Bulk of data set 

will be at 8 GeV!

2027 2028

4 GeV beam 
(~1 year)
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The Beam

23

Requires special beam properties: 

High duty-cycle to gather sufficient statistics despite

Energy ideally 4 GeV < EB < 20 GeV

Low intensity (≤10 e- per bunch) to resolve individual e-,  
helped by large beam spot

Choices:  
SLAC (in progress, first stage)  

dedicated transfer line from LCLS-II   

CERN (potentially later stage) 
 new Linac injecting electrons into SPS     

Goal: Individually measure (missing) energy/transverse momentum  
          for up to 1016 electrons scattering off a (thin) target
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Backgrounds

24

essentially only 
instrumental backgrounds

incoming outgoing
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⌫⌫̄
⌫ (Møller + CCQE)
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+µ+µ�
+hadrons

...

+e+e–
trident

Veto Handles

bremsstrahlung +hard �

K± decay  
in ECal

� ! µ+µ�
� ! hadrons

� ! 1n/K0
L + soft

<latexit sha1_base64="iT5ducBH5LqT5xYbVMX4sPuLey8=">AAACEHicbVDLSgNBEJz1bXxFPXoZDKIgxF0R9Ch4EfSgYBIhiaF3MpsMzmOZ6VXCkk/w4q948aCIV4/e/BsnMQdfBQ1FVTfdXXEqhcMw/AjGxicmp6ZnZgtz8wuLS8XllaozmWW8wow09jIGx6XQvIICJb9MLQcVS16Lr48Gfu2GWyeMvsBeypsKOlokggF6qVXcbHRAKaANKzpdBGvNLY30zslV2Dql215WuTMJ9lvFUlgOh6B/STQiJTLCWav43mgblimukUlwrh6FKTZzsCiY5P1CI3M8BXYNHV73VIPirpkPH+rTDa+0aWKsL410qH6fyEE511Ox71SAXffbG4j/efUMk4NmLnSaIdfsa1GSSYqGDtKhbWE5Q9nzBJgV/lbKumCBoc+w4EOIfr/8l1R3y1FYjs73SocHozhmyBpZJ1skIvvkkByTM1IhjNyRB/JEnoP74DF4CV6/WseC0cwq+YHg7RNSiZwX</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iT5ducBH5LqT5xYbVMX4sPuLey8=">AAACEHicbVDLSgNBEJz1bXxFPXoZDKIgxF0R9Ch4EfSgYBIhiaF3MpsMzmOZ6VXCkk/w4q948aCIV4/e/BsnMQdfBQ1FVTfdXXEqhcMw/AjGxicmp6ZnZgtz8wuLS8XllaozmWW8wow09jIGx6XQvIICJb9MLQcVS16Lr48Gfu2GWyeMvsBeypsKOlokggF6qVXcbHRAKaANKzpdBGvNLY30zslV2Dql215WuTMJ9lvFUlgOh6B/STQiJTLCWav43mgblimukUlwrh6FKTZzsCiY5P1CI3M8BXYNHV73VIPirpkPH+rTDa+0aWKsL410qH6fyEE511Ox71SAXffbG4j/efUMk4NmLnSaIdfsa1GSSYqGDtKhbWE5Q9nzBJgV/lbKumCBoc+w4EOIfr/8l1R3y1FYjs73SocHozhmyBpZJ1skIvvkkByTM1IhjNyRB/JEnoP74DF4CV6/WseC0cwq+YHg7RNSiZwX</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iT5ducBH5LqT5xYbVMX4sPuLey8=">AAACEHicbVDLSgNBEJz1bXxFPXoZDKIgxF0R9Ch4EfSgYBIhiaF3MpsMzmOZ6VXCkk/w4q948aCIV4/e/BsnMQdfBQ1FVTfdXXEqhcMw/AjGxicmp6ZnZgtz8wuLS8XllaozmWW8wow09jIGx6XQvIICJb9MLQcVS16Lr48Gfu2GWyeMvsBeypsKOlokggF6qVXcbHRAKaANKzpdBGvNLY30zslV2Dql215WuTMJ9lvFUlgOh6B/STQiJTLCWav43mgblimukUlwrh6FKTZzsCiY5P1CI3M8BXYNHV73VIPirpkPH+rTDa+0aWKsL410qH6fyEE511Ox71SAXffbG4j/efUMk4NmLnSaIdfsa1GSSYqGDtKhbWE5Q9nzBJgV/lbKumCBoc+w4EOIfr/8l1R3y1FYjs73SocHozhmyBpZJ1skIvvkkByTM1IhjNyRB/JEnoP74DF4CV6/WseC0cwq+YHg7RNSiZwX</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iT5ducBH5LqT5xYbVMX4sPuLey8=">AAACEHicbVDLSgNBEJz1bXxFPXoZDKIgxF0R9Ch4EfSgYBIhiaF3MpsMzmOZ6VXCkk/w4q948aCIV4/e/BsnMQdfBQ1FVTfdXXEqhcMw/AjGxicmp6ZnZgtz8wuLS8XllaozmWW8wow09jIGx6XQvIICJb9MLQcVS16Lr48Gfu2GWyeMvsBeypsKOlokggF6qVXcbHRAKaANKzpdBGvNLY30zslV2Dql215WuTMJ9lvFUlgOh6B/STQiJTLCWav43mgblimukUlwrh6FKTZzsCiY5P1CI3M8BXYNHV73VIPirpkPH+rTDa+0aWKsL410qH6fyEE511Ox71SAXffbG4j/efUMk4NmLnSaIdfsa1GSSYqGDtKhbWE5Q9nzBJgV/lbKumCBoc+w4EOIfr/8l1R3y1FYjs73SocHozhmyBpZJ1skIvvkkByTM1IhjNyRB/JEnoP74DF4CV6/WseC0cwq+YHg7RNSiZwX</latexit>

� ! K± + soft
<latexit sha1_base64="YGmCwETJd3qqi7jUO40ATfD/o2E=">AAACDXicbVA9SwNBEN3zM8avqKXNYhQEIdyJYMqAjWATwaiQi2Fus5cs7t4eu3NKOPIHbPwrNhaK2Nrb+W/cxBSa+GDg8d4MM/OiVAqLvv/lzczOzS8sFpaKyyura+uljc1LqzPDeINpqc11BJZLkfAGCpT8OjUcVCT5VXR7MvSv7rixQicX2E95S0E3EbFggE5ql3bDLigFNDSi20MwRt/Ts5swVfTAaSq3OsZBu1T2K/4IdJoEY1ImY9Tbpc+wo1mmeIJMgrXNwE+xlYNBwSQfFMPM8hTYLXR509EEFLetfPTNgO45pUNjbVwlSEfq74kclLV9FblOBdizk95Q/M9rZhhXW7lI0gx5wn4WxZmkqOkwGtoRhjOUfUeAGeFupawHBhi6AIsuhGDy5WlyeVgJ/EpwflSuVcdxFMg22SH7JCDHpEZOSZ00CCMP5Im8kFfv0Xv23rz3n9YZbzyzRf7A+/gGGWCbiQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YGmCwETJd3qqi7jUO40ATfD/o2E=">AAACDXicbVA9SwNBEN3zM8avqKXNYhQEIdyJYMqAjWATwaiQi2Fus5cs7t4eu3NKOPIHbPwrNhaK2Nrb+W/cxBSa+GDg8d4MM/OiVAqLvv/lzczOzS8sFpaKyyura+uljc1LqzPDeINpqc11BJZLkfAGCpT8OjUcVCT5VXR7MvSv7rixQicX2E95S0E3EbFggE5ql3bDLigFNDSi20MwRt/Ts5swVfTAaSq3OsZBu1T2K/4IdJoEY1ImY9Tbpc+wo1mmeIJMgrXNwE+xlYNBwSQfFMPM8hTYLXR509EEFLetfPTNgO45pUNjbVwlSEfq74kclLV9FblOBdizk95Q/M9rZhhXW7lI0gx5wn4WxZmkqOkwGtoRhjOUfUeAGeFupawHBhi6AIsuhGDy5WlyeVgJ/EpwflSuVcdxFMg22SH7JCDHpEZOSZ00CCMP5Im8kFfv0Xv23rz3n9YZbzyzRf7A+/gGGWCbiQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YGmCwETJd3qqi7jUO40ATfD/o2E=">AAACDXicbVA9SwNBEN3zM8avqKXNYhQEIdyJYMqAjWATwaiQi2Fus5cs7t4eu3NKOPIHbPwrNhaK2Nrb+W/cxBSa+GDg8d4MM/OiVAqLvv/lzczOzS8sFpaKyyura+uljc1LqzPDeINpqc11BJZLkfAGCpT8OjUcVCT5VXR7MvSv7rixQicX2E95S0E3EbFggE5ql3bDLigFNDSi20MwRt/Ts5swVfTAaSq3OsZBu1T2K/4IdJoEY1ImY9Tbpc+wo1mmeIJMgrXNwE+xlYNBwSQfFMPM8hTYLXR509EEFLetfPTNgO45pUNjbVwlSEfq74kclLV9FblOBdizk95Q/M9rZhhXW7lI0gx5wn4WxZmkqOkwGtoRhjOUfUeAGeFupawHBhi6AIsuhGDy5WlyeVgJ/EpwflSuVcdxFMg22SH7JCDHpEZOSZ00CCMP5Im8kFfv0Xv23rz3n9YZbzyzRf7A+/gGGWCbiQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YGmCwETJd3qqi7jUO40ATfD/o2E=">AAACDXicbVA9SwNBEN3zM8avqKXNYhQEIdyJYMqAjWATwaiQi2Fus5cs7t4eu3NKOPIHbPwrNhaK2Nrb+W/cxBSa+GDg8d4MM/OiVAqLvv/lzczOzS8sFpaKyyura+uljc1LqzPDeINpqc11BJZLkfAGCpT8OjUcVCT5VXR7MvSv7rixQicX2E95S0E3EbFggE5ql3bDLigFNDSi20MwRt/Ts5swVfTAaSq3OsZBu1T2K/4IdJoEY1ImY9Tbpc+wo1mmeIJMgrXNwE+xlYNBwSQfFMPM8hTYLXR509EEFLetfPTNgO45pUNjbVwlSEfq74kclLV9FblOBdizk95Q/M9rZhhXW7lI0gx5wn4WxZmkqOkwGtoRhjOUfUeAGeFupawHBhi6AIsuhGDy5WlyeVgJ/EpwflSuVcdxFMg22SH7JCDHpEZOSZ00CCMP5Im8kFfv0Xv23rz3n9YZbzyzRf7A+/gGGWCbiQ==</latexit>

increasingly rare
photo-nuclear

... Hard Track

ECal Energy
ECal Feature
HCal Hits

Extra Tracks
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slide by Natalia Toro

Prompt Neutrino Reactions
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Analysis Strategy
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trigger on missing energy (2.5 GeV)

at 4 GeV: close to 0-background for 4e14 EoT based on simulation studies

+ MIP tracking in ECal 

JHEP04(2020)003

+ veto on activity in HCal

Figure 11. Distribution of the ECal BDT discriminator value (y axis) and maximum number
of photoelectrons (PEs) in any scintillating bar in the HCal (x axis) for an ECal photo-nuclear
background sample (black) equivalent to 2.1 ⇥ 1014 electrons on target. A representative 100 MeV,
A

0 signal sample is also shown as a heatmap. The signal band at large max PE is populated by
events where the recoil electron is produced softly, misses the ECal and showers in the side HCal.
The signal band at low max PE is composed of events where the recoil electron shower is fully
contained in the ECal. In the analysis, the signal region (yellow box) is defined by events with a
BDT score < 0.99 and an a maximum number of PEs in an HCal module of < 5. As is evident from
the figure, a majority of the signal lies within the defined signal region. The background events
within the signal region are rejected by additional requirements on the tracks in the Recoil tracker
and the ECal.

least five photoelectrons are produced in-time with the beam electron. The HCal veto

requires there to be no such hit in the entire HCal, otherwise the event is rejected. The

veto threshold of five PEs is chosen to minimize the signal ine�ciency due to the noise.

The rejection capability is not, however, especially sensitive to this threshold.

Figure 11 illustrates the combined power of the ECal BDT and HCal veto for back-

ground rejection. The horizontal axis of the figure is the maximum number of photoelec-

trons in any HCal bar, in time with the event. The signal region defined by the previously

described ECal BDT and HCal PE cuts is also shown in yellow. Typical photo-nuclear

events are vetoed by both the ECal and the HCal, and many of these are vetoed by the

HCal by a wide margin (e.g. a typical hadronic shower will leave a large number of hits,

some of these with hundreds of PEs in individual hits; a muon penetrating into the HCal

will also leave a large number of hits well above the threshold). However, there are several

types of events where the ECal has limited rejection capability. The majority of events
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Figure 10. Left: distributions of the ECal BDT discriminator value for signal and photo-nuclear
events passing the trigger. All distributions are normalized to unit area. Right: signal e�ciencies
as a function of the background e�ciency obtained by varying BDT thresholds for the ECal BDT
evaluated for signal and photo-nuclear background events passing the trigger. The pink markers
indicate the e�ciencies corresponding to a discriminator threshold of 0.99 in this sample.

5.3.3 Performance of the Boosted Decision Tree

The containment variables, as well as the discriminating variables sensitive to the global

transverse and longitudinal profiles and the energy-related variables described previously,

are exploited in a multivariate analysis based on a BDT. This BDT is trained on PN

background events and a mixture of signal events at the four mediator mass hypotheses

listed in section 4.2.

Figure 10 (left) shows the distributions of the BDT discriminator values for signal and

background events selected by the trigger. The signal vs. background e�ciency obtained

by varying discriminator thresholds is drawn in figure 10 (right) for each mediator mass

considered. The pink markers indicate the e�ciencies in each sample corresponding to a

discriminator threshold of 0.99. Requiring the BDT value to be greater than 0.99 retains

approximately 85-99% of the signal, depending on the mediator mass, while rejecting more

than 99.9% of photo-nuclear reactions occurring in the ECal.

The same BDT and discriminator cut is used for all of the background samples. For

muon conversions in the ECal and target, the BDT requirement rejects all of the remaining

events. Here, the BDT veto is particularly useful for events that contain one soft muon that

does not leave the ECal, and one hard muon that decays into an electron and neutrinos,

since such events are hard to veto by the other detector systems. The BDT also rejects

95% of target PN events surviving the preceding vetoes.

5.4 HCal Veto

The energy deposited in the HCal o↵ers a complementary veto for photo-nuclear reactions.

For the present study, we define a vetoable hit to be a single scintillator bar in which at

– 21 –

+ combine ECal features into a BDT

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/JHEP04(2020)003
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Detector Design
design paper on arxiv     
arxiv:1808.05219

extremely rare signal                     
—> need large statistics
goal: 1014 - 1016 EoT in few years

beam requirements: 
• low current, high duty-cycle

primary, multi-GeV e-beam

leverage techniques from 
existing/planned experiments                                                                                               

detector requirements: 
• high-rate capabilities 
• radiation hard 
• high-granularity

27

the first four layers of the recoil tracker are identical to the layers of the tagging tracker and
share the same support and cooling structure, as shown in Figure 16. The key element of this

FIG. 16: An overview of the tracking systems and target inside the LDMX magnet.

upstream support structure is a vertically-oriented aluminum plate onto which the stereo modules
are mounted. To provide cooling, a copper tube through which coolant flows is pressed into a
machined groove in the plate. This support plate slides from the upstream end of the magnet into
precision kinematic mounts in a support box that is aligned and locked in place inside the magnet.
Another similar plate slides into the support box on the positron side of the chamber and hosts the
Front End Boards (FEBs) that distribute power and control signals from the DAQ and digitize raw
data from the modules for transfer to the external DAQ. The last two layers of the recoil tracker,
being much larger, are supported on another structure: a cooled support ring onto which the single-
sided, axial-only modules are mounted. This support ring is installed from the downstream end
of the chamber, engaging precision kinematic mounts in the support box for precise alignment
to the upstream stereo modules. The cooling lines for all three cooled structures—the upstream
and downstream tracker supports and the FEB support—are routed to a cooling manifold at the
upstream end of the magnet which, in turn, connects to a cooling feedthrough with dielectric
breaks on the outside of an environmental enclosure which shields the detector from light and RF
and maintains an environment of dry gas.

Overall, this design is similar to that of the HPS tracker, although with some important simpli-
fications. First, because the radiation dose in LDMX is modest, cooling is needed only to remove
heat from the readout electronics and not to keep the silicon itself cold. Therefore, cooling water
that is close to room temperature can be used and there are no significant issues of differential
thermal expansion to be concerned with. Second, the LDMX detector is in no danger from the
nominal beam, so it does not need to be remotely movable, in contrast to HPS. Finally and most
significantly, the LDMX detector does not need to operate inside the beam vacuum as is the case
for HPS, which greatly simplifies many elements of the design, the material selection, and the
construction techniques. Because the tracking systems are very similar to, but are a significant

~1m

tagger

recoil 

tracker

target

simplified copy of Silicon 
Vertex Tracker of HPS@JLab 
(visible Dark Photon search)
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Electromagnetic calorimeter
The electromagnetic calorimeter is a Si-W sampling device
• Fast, dense and radiation hard
• 40 X0 deep for shower containment
• High granularity, to exploit transverse & longitudinal 

shower shapes to reject background events
• Can provide fast trigger 

The ECAL is based on technology currently being developed 
for the CMS upgrade, which is readiliy adaptable to LDMX 

High granularity enables 
muon/electron discrimination, 
which is important to reject 
γ→ µµ background

ECal: draw on design of CMS SiW HGCal 
• 32 layers with 7 modules each, 40 X0 
• fast, radiation hard, dense 
• high granularity (MIP ‘tracking’)

34

FIG. 21: A possible realization of the hadronic veto (HCal) system. Dark areas represent the steel plate
radiators and white areas represent the extruded plastic scintillator bars. The Side HCal, which surrounds
the ECAL, is also shown.

Based on our studies of the backgrounds from hadronic processes, the hadronic veto system
must identify neutral hadrons in the energy range from approximately 100 MeV to several GeV
with high efficiency. The most problematic events typically contain either a single very high energy
neutral hadron, or multiple lower energy neutral hadrons. The required efficiency for lower energy
neutrons can be achieved with sampling thickness of the absorber plates in the range of 10% to
30% of a strong interaction length. To identify single high energy forward-going neutrons, a depth
of approximately 16 nuclear interaction lengths (�A) of the primary steel radiator is required, in
order to reduce the probability for a neutron to escape without interacting to the required negligible
level.

36

FIG. 22: Photograph of the end of a 20mm
⇥ 50mm extruded polystyrene bar, coextruded
with a TiO2 diffuse reflecting layer and contain-
ing a single hole for a wavelength-shifting fiber.

FIG. 23: Detail of the front corner of the HCal,
showing the 20mm ⇥ 50mm bars, each contain-
ing a single wavelength-shifting fiber.

for independent monitoring and calibration of each 50 mm bar. In the event of a SiPM failure,
the Counter Mother Boards, which hold the four SiPMs for each quad-bar, can be replaced by
removing two mounting screws. The four SiPM signals are transmitted to a Front End Board
(FEB) on four shielded twisted pairs via an HDMI-2 cable.

A Front End Board (FEB) services 16 CMBs, digitizing a total of 64 SiPM signals. The Read-
out Controller (ROC) chassis, which receives the signals from 24 FEBs, also provides the 48 volt
bias to the SiPMs and the power to the FEBs, all over a CAT 6 cable. The readout of the bars in the
Side HCal is similar to that described for the Main HCal. As the energy of wide angle hadronic
showers is lower, the sampling is reduced to 12.5mm steel and the scintillator bar thickness is also
reduced to 15 mm. This necessitates designing a reduced thickness version of the CMB. The rest
of the FEB to ROC readout chain is unchanged.

The second readout system is based on the CMS hadronic calorimeter system. In contrast to
the Mu2e system, the CMS readout electronics system is a fiber plant scheme where fibers are
taken from the scintillator to a centralized SiPM location called a readout box (RBX). The RBX
is described in more detail below. Signals from wavelength-shifting fibers in the scintillating bars
are transported to the RBX via clear fiber cables. The CMS system can optically gang up to 6 clear
fibers onto a single large area SiPM thus reducing the channel count and effective segmentation.
The light transmission efficiency of the wavelength-shifting fiber-to-clear fiber combination is
approximately 75%.

The clear fibers transport the signal from the scintillating fibers to a readout module (RM). An
RM consists of an optical decoder unit (ODU) which organizes the clear fibers for ganging and is
installed directly onto the SiPM mounting unit. There are 64 SiPMs in a single RM. The SiPM
signals are then sent to the QIE board which includes a QIE11 digitizer ASIC that digitizes the
SiPM signal, which is then sent to the backend electronics via the CERN VTTX transceiver. Four
RMs are contained in one RBX. A schematic of the front-end electronics readout chain is given in

HCal inspired by Minos/Mu2e 
• plastic scintillator with steel absorber 
• readout via WLS fibres 
• optimise for neutral hadron rejection

https://arxiv.org/abs/1808.05219
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Why not only direct detection?

28

direct detection:  

strong spin/velocity dependency

Asymmetric Fermion
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Thermal and Asymmetric Targets for DM-e Scattering

FIG. 17: Direct annihilation thermal freeze-out targets and asymmetric DM target for (left)
non-relativistic e-DM scattering probed by direct-detection experiments and (right) relativistic
accelerator-based probes. The thermal targets include scalar, Majorana, inelastic, and pseudo-
dirac DM annihilating through the vector portal. Current constraints are displayed as shaded ar-
eas. Both panels assume mMED = 3mDM and the dark fine structure constant ↵D ⌘ g2D/4⇡ = 0.5.
These choices correspond to a conservative presentation of the parameter space for accelerator-
based experiments (see section VIG).

dump experiments, the mediator can be emitted by the incoming proton, or if kine-
matically allowed, from rare SM meson decays, while detection could proceed through
DM-nucleon scattering. Thus, proton beam-dump experiments are uniquely sensitive
to the coupling to quarks. On the other hand, leptonic couplings can be studied in
electron beam-dump and fixed target experiments, where the mediator is radiated o↵
the incoming electron beam. The DM is identified through its scattering o↵ electrons
at a downstream detector, or its presence is inferred as missing energy/momentum.

C. Experimental approaches and future opportunities

The light DM paradigm has motivated extensive developments during the last few years,
based on a combination of theoretical and proposed experimental work. As a broad orga-
nizing principle, these approaches can be grouped into the following generic categories:

• Missing mass: The DM is produced in exclusive reactions, such as e+e� ! �(A0
!

��̄) or e�p ! e�p(A0
! ��̄), and identified as a narrow resonance over a smooth

background in the recoil mass distribution. This approach requires a well-known initial
state and the reconstruction of all particles besides the DM. A large background usually
arises from reactions in which particle(s) escape undetected, and detectors with good
hermeticity are needed to limit their impact.

70
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Current constraints

• Some assumptions are needed to plot constraints from 
missing mass/momentum/energy experiments

• We choose very conservative parameters: αD = 0.5 and mA/mχ = 3.
• These parameters lead to weak(est) constraints

For smaller values of αD or larger mass ratio, the constraints are weaker, while the 
targets are invariant.

at accelerators: relativistic production 

—> spin/velocity dependency reduced 

all thermal targets in reach!
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Hadronic Calorimeter
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Benchmark example:  

veto inefficiency of at most 10-6 for single 
neutrons (~15λ) 

13
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FIG. 7: Single neutron veto inefficiency for different sampling fractions as a function of the HCal length for
(left) 500 MeV and (right) 2 GeV incident neutrons.

VI. EVENT SELECTION368

One of the main features of the signal signature is the significant energy loss by the electron.369

Therefore, as previously mentioned, the first basic selection criterion is to require the energy mea-370

sured in the ECal to not be larger than 1.2 GeV. For such a selection, backgrounds from beam371

impurities and mis-measurements of electrons that did not interact in the target are negligible.372

In the following, we discuss backgrounds from events in which the electron undergoes regu-373

lar bremsstrahlung, considering different fates of the photon: purely electromagnetic showering,374

photo-nuclear reactions, and muon conversion.375

A. Photons producing a purely electromagnetic shower376

As the ECal is a sampling calorimeter, natural electromagnetic shower fluctuations can produce377

showers which have a low charge deposited in the silicon detector compared with the total energy378

of the shower. For such an event to appear as a signal event, it would be necessary for the shower379

in the calorimeter to not only match the recoil electron in energy, but to also appear at a position380

consistent with the low-momentum electron’s bending in the dipole field. The most-challenging381

region of phase space to reject is therefore the one in which the momentum of the electron is near382

the upper acceptance limit for the analysis – at 1.2 GeV.383

Accordingly, the behavior of the ECal has been studied for events with a 1.2 GeV electron and384

a 2.8 GeV photon (see Sec. IV). Figure 8 shows the fraction of events left after a cut on the energy385

reconstructed in the ECal, as a function of the cut value, for the potential background events (black386

dots) and several signal hypotheses (solid lines). Based on the extrapolated fit to the background387

curve (dashed line), the expected number of events of this type with less than 1500 MeV in the388

ECal– assuming 4 ⇥ 1014 EoT – is ⇠ 10�2 events. Here we have also taken into account the fact389

that only ⇠ 6⇥10�2 of 4 GeV electrons on target result in a recoil electron with less than 1.2 GeV390

energy. Thus, pure electromagnetic shower fluctuations are not expected to be a significant source391

of background for 4⇥ 1014 EoT.392

LDMX Preliminary

Absorber thickness?  

- too thick: neutrons ‘get stuck’  

—> no signal in scintillator 

    - too thin: detector needs to be very large 

Currently assuming 25mm, 4m deep, 
transverse size 2-3m

“Side HCal” around the ECal: Similar 
configuration, few λ deep

Finalisation of design parameters ongoing
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FIG. 6: The panels above demonstrate that the ↵D = 0.5 and mA0 = 3m� benchmarks shown in Fig. 5 are
conservative choices; deviations away from these vales largely improve the coverage of missing momentum
style techniques – except near the mA0 ⇡ 2m� resonance (see Fig. 79) Top Left: ↵D is fixed as the
mA0/m� ratio varies relative to the benchmarks in Fig. 5. The sensitivity of accelerators is shown in the ✏2

vs. mA0 plane. Note that the thermal freeze-out curves move to larger values of ✏2 as mA0/m� is increased,
while the accelerator sensitivity does not change. Top Right: ↵D is fixed as the mA0/m� ratio varies
relative to the benchmarks in Fig. 5, but now shown in the y vs. m� plane. Thermal freeze-out curves do
not vary, but the accelerator sensitivity shifts to lower values of y and lower m� as mA0/m� is increased.
Bottom: parameter space in the y vs. m� plane where the solid curves are identical to those shown in
Fig. 5 (with ↵D = 0.5), but the dotted curves show how the constraints and projections vary for the choice
↵D = 10�3. For fixed values of y, a smaller ↵D requires a larger ✏2 (i.e. larger mediator coupling), which
makes that parameter point easier to constrain. Hence, accelerator sensitivity generally improves in the y
vs. m� plane for smaller ↵D. Note that the thermal freeze-out curves in this plane are identical for both
values of ↵D shown here because the thermal abundance scales with y.
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FIG. 79: Sensitivity in the ✏2 vs mA0 plane to A0 production, with A0
! ��̄ (on-shell mediator production

of dark matter). In much of the viable parameter space for light dark matter, this type of reaction dominates
the dark matter yield in accelerator experiments. Shown for comparison are curves corresponding to direct
thermal freeze-out reaction accounting for the observed density of dark matter for Majorana (left) and
Pseudo-Dirac (right) dark matter; the gray regions are excluded by existing constraints. The mass ratio
mA0/m� is varied from 50 to 2.2, while ↵D = 0.5. The thermal relic sensitivity is most challenging to
reach as the parameters approach the narrow resonance region mA0/m� = 2 with large ↵D. The blue line is
the sensitivity of the “Phase I” LDMX run with 4 GeV beam energy and 4⇥1014 EOT. A scaling estimate of
the sensitivity of the extended run scenario highlighted in Table XIV is illustrated by the red line. Note that
as ↵D is decreased relative to the reference value shown here, the relic curves and beam dump constraints
shift uniformly upwards in the parameter space, whereas the BABAR exclusion region is unchanged.

The projected LDMX sensitivity can also be interpreted as an upper bound on the coupling
↵D of light dark matter to the mediator, as a function of mass, if we assume that the product of
couplings ↵D✏2 lies precisely at the thermal relic line. This interpretation of the expected LDMX
sensitivity is shown in Figure 80 for both Majorana and pseudo-Dirac dark matter. These figures
also show several complementary direct and indirect constraints: direct searches for dark matter
production at BABAR [61] and LSND [34] exclude the coupling ranges shaded in brown (in the
case of pseudo-Dirac dark matter, the best existing constraints at low mass come from LSND [34]
and NA64 [5, 6], but are below the range of the plot). Demanding that the U(1)D coupling remain
perturbative up to 1 TeV (“TeV perturbativity”) leads to a constraint that the running coupling at
m� must be below the “TeV perturbativity” line. Finally, demanding that the DM self-interaction
cross-section lie below �/m = 1 cm2/g excludes the light-gray shaded region (a thin gray line
illustrates the weaker constraint �/m < 10 cm2/g).

As discussed in detail in [23], the range of dark matter and mediator physics probed by fixed-
target missing momentum measurements extends far beyond dark photon mediators, and has
many other applications to new physics searches as well. For example, Figure 81 illustrates the
LDMX sensitivity to dark matter interacting via a B-L Z 0 gauge boson. The thermal targets and
other experiments’ sensitivity change by O(1) factors relative to the dark photon mediator case.
Other models feature more dramatically altered constraints and thermal targets, to which LDMX
nonetheless has substantial sensitivity, as catalogued in [23]. For example:

• Thermal freeze-out through mediators coupled to anomaly-free combinations of lepton
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FIG. 5: The parameter space for LDM and future experimental projections in the y vs. m� plane plotted
against the thermal relic targets for representative scalar and fermion DM candidates coupled to a dark
photon A0 – see text for a discussion. The red dashed curve represents the ultimate reach of an LDMX-style
missing momentum experiment.

The annihilation cross section for this model is p-wave suppressed, so �v(��⇤
! ff̄) /

v2 and therefore requires a slightly larger coupling to achieve freeze out relative to other
scenarios. This model also yields elastic signatures at direct detection experiments, so it
can be probed with multiple complementary techniques. The thermal target and parameter
space for this model are presented in the lower left panel of Fig. 5.

• Scalar Inelastic Dark Matter: In this scenario, � is a complex scalar particle with U(1)D
breaking mass terms (by analogy to the SU(2)W breaking mass terms of particles in the
Standard Model). Therefore, � couples to A0 inelastically and must transition to a slightly
heavier state in order to scatter through the current

Jµ
D = i(�⇤

1@
µ�2 � �⇤

2@
µ�1) , (6)

which typically suppresses direct detection signals even for small mass differences between
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Figure 1: Schematic representation of the electron beam facility at CERN with the proposed beam cycles.

This document describes the concept of a primary electron beam facility at CERN, to be used for searching dark gauge
forces and light dark matter. The electron beam is produced through three stages: A Linac accelerates electrons from a
photo-cathode to 3.5GeV. This beam is injected into the Super Proton Synchrotron, SPS, and accelerated at up to 16GeV.
Finally, the accelerated beam is slowly extracted to an experiment, followed by a fast dump of the remaining electrons to
another beamline. The beam requirements are optimized using the requirements of the Light Dark Matter eXperiment,
LDMX [1], as benchmark

Electron acceleration and extraction

Electrons are produced and accelerated to 3.5GeV using a high-gradient Linac that employs the technologies devel-
oped by the Compact LInear Collider (CLIC) [2] research program.

A 0.1GeV S-band photo-injector produces the electron beam. Most relevant here is the laser allowing a wide range
of beam time-structure to be produced. Following the source is a 3.4GeV X-Band high-gradient Linac which technology
was developed by the CLIC research program. The design uses fixed cells 5.3m long capable of accelerating 200 ns trains
by 264MeV. Each cell makes use of a klystron, modulator and pulse compressor feeding power to 8 copper accelerating
structures.

Table 1 summarizes the beam and Linac parameters proposed. Both beam parameters and Linac elements are the product
of the CLIC research program and were experimentally proven feasible. Although highly technical this method to accelerate
electrons to 3.5GeV does not represent a technical risk as all elements exist commercially or can be ordered.

⇤PBC-acc-e-beams@cern.ch

1

flexible parameters:  
• energy: 3.5 - 16 GeV  
• electrons per bunch:  1 - 40 
• bunch spacing: multiples of 5 ns 
• adjustable beam size

• 3.5 GeV Linac as injector to SPS 
• large number of electrons can be 

filled within 2s 
• slow extraction over 10s 
• can run in parallel with other SPS 

programme

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2640784

Get e- back in CERN accelerators, next step for X-band linac developed for CLIC, accelerator R&D

optimal catering for LDMX-like experiment

Idea in fall 2017,  
expression of interest to SPSC in October 2018,  
Conceptual Design Report 2020
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